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LOW-SPEED AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF A 0.08-SCALE YF-17 AIRPLANE 	 ^
MODEL AT HIGH ANGLES DF ATTACK AND SIDESLIP
Daniel N. Petroff, Stanley H. Scher, and Carl E. Sutton*
Ames Research Center
SLTMMAitY
A 0.08-scale model of th.e YF-17 airplane was tested in the Ames 12-Foot
Pressure Wind Tunnel at a Mach number of 0,2 and Reynolds numi^ers of 0.2 to
2.3 million based on a fuselage farebody depth of 0.128 m (0.42 ft). Angles.
of attack ranged froff 0° to 90°, and the angle of sideslip ranged. from.-10°
to 30°. Data were obtained with and withnnt the nose boom and with severe].
strake configurations; data were also obtained for various control sux^ace
deflections.
Analysis of the results revealed that selected strake confi.gura.tions
adequately provided low Reynolds number si,.iulation of the high Reynolds
number characteristics. The addition of the boom in genex-a,l tended. to
reduce the Reynolds number effects.
INTRDDUCTIDN
Reynolds number effects caused by the crossflow over the fuselage ahead
of an airplane wing's leading edge in a spin can cause appreciably different
side forces and yawing moments on a small--scale model. from those obtained.
at the same attitudes on the ful.1-scale configuration (refs_ . Z and 2) , These.
effects usually occur in the angle of attack range between 40° and 90°. In
the course of conducting investigations in the spin tunnel. at Langley Research
Center on. necessarily small-scale models, the Reynolds number effects for
some configurations heave been so marked that model spin and recovery charac-
teristics are not representative of the ful.3.--scale airplane.
Normal,].y, a wind tunnel Reynolds number investigation is conducted ort
a given design to determie if spin tunnel results could. be significantly
altered by Reynolds number effects, When such effects are discovered, various
strake configurations are tested on the nose of the model in an attempt to
eliminate the differences. _Then, the selected strake configuration that most
closely duplicates the side-force and yawing moment ¢haracteris^ies of the
full-scale airplane is placed on the spin tunnel model.'
*Project Engineer, AItO, Inc., Moffett Field, Calif, 94035.
^or same designs, the effects of Reynolds n ►.mber at low angles of attack
are also of interest iu connection with {7:} w3.r^:i-tunnel model tests at angles
of attack up to - the aerodynamic stall, {2) spin entry tests conducted with
radio-controlled models dropped from a helicopter, and (3) theoretical
analysis.
Tn the investigation reported in this paper, a 4.08-scale YF- l7 light-
weighC fighter airplane model was tested ^;n the Ames 12^Foot Wind Tunnel tv
determine static Longitudinal and lateral directional aerodynamic cha^racter-
istics aver a range of Reynolds number from subcritical to supercritical.
Tlie angle of attack ranged from Q° to 90° and the angle of sideslip ranged
from -10° to 30°.
Since Reynolds number effects sufficient to affect spin tunnel results
were. present for the basic configuration, a number of strake configuratiorG
were e^raluated at model angles of attack from GO° to 9 p°. Whereas the flight
vehicle will 6e equipped with the nose boors and boom-compatible strake, for
the purpose of this investigation, the basic configuration was taken to be
without the boom and strake.
Included in this investigation were tests at both high and low Reynolds
numbers to determine the separate and combined effects of a nose boom and
of a faired boom-compatible pair of stra:kes. These tests were performed at
angles of attack ranging Erom 0° to 90°. Also, for both high and low
Reynolds numbers, lateral anal longitudinal control deflection effects were
measured at angles of attack from 10° to b0°.
The data are presented with minimum discussion.
NQ.MENCLATURE
Ttte axis systems _and sign conventions are shown in figure 1. Data are
presented in the bvd, axis coordinate system. Because the dada were computer-




b BREF wing reference span
c LREF wing reference chord
CA CA body axes axial force coefficient
CQ CD stability axes drag coefficient










C$L	 body axes rolling-moment coefficient
CLM	 body and stability axes pitehing^-moment characteristics
CN	 body axes normal force coefficient
GBN
	 body axes yawing momerst coefficient
CLN	 stability axes yawing-moment coefficient
CY	 body and stability axes side-force coefficient
L/D	 lift-to-drag ratio
MACH	 free-stream Mach nu^iber
^(PSF)	 dynamic pressure
RN	 Re,nalds number, based on a fuselage forebody depth
of 0.128 m
SREF	 wing reference area
ALFHA
	
angle of attack, deg
BETA	 angle of sideslip, deg
AIL	 aileron, total aileron deflection angle, deg, positive
with trailing edge down
HOR
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h^^ aileron actua-:tor fairing without P^ pylon
h^ LH7 vertical tail tip pod with V 2 vertical
hI0 wing tip missile launchers
:i i nose beam
n l NI leading-edge flap with hinge line at 7.5 and 20% local
chord
n^ N3 leading-edge flap with hinge line at 20% local chord
rudder with V^ verticalr2
r 3 ramp
sx strake with B^ body (x




s 4 s tra'Ke
s$ strake
5 strake
s 3 S2 s-crake terminated at model station 8.80.
s^ S2 strake terminated at model station 10,05
E1IM-9E missilew l
X1 $ 4 0 7
 D6 w2 d l g 5 h G
 h 10 r3 wZ
Xz S^ C 1 b 6
 W2 d I g $ h 4
 h^ o r3
X3 $4 C 1 D 6 W2 d 2 g 5 h4 11 10 r^ + grit
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xEST raC^>aITY
The Ames 12-Foot Pressure Wind Tunnel is a variable-density, low--
turbulenee wind 'tunnel that operates in the Mach number range of 0.1 to 0.94.
The wind tunnel is powered by a two-stage, axial flow fan driven by elec`ric
motors totaling 12,000 horsepower. Airspeed in the test section is cc^nt^rolled
by variation of the fan's rotative speed. Eight fine-mesh screens in the
settling chamber, together with a contraction ratio of 25:1, provide yin air-
stream of exceptionally low turbulence.
MODEL DESCRIPTION
The model was a 0.08-scale version of the YF-17 airplane. The geometry
of the model is given in table 1, strake configurations in table 2, installa-
tion drawings and model drawings in figures 2 and 3, respectively, and
installation photographs in figure 4.
The YF-17 airplane is a twin=engine jet fighter aircraft with a wing
leading edge sweep back of 26.6°, under-wing inlets, twin canted vertical.
tails, and an all-movable Differential horizontal tail.
All airfoils are NACA 65A, modified with a sharp leading edge. The wing
camber is 3% and the thickness is 5% at the root, decreasing linearly to 4%
at 65% semi:span and the remaining being constant 4% to the tip. The highly
swept leading=edge extension has a total exposed area of 4.27 gin? (46 ft^}.
The horizontal tails have symmetrical sections and are 5.5% thick at the root,
tapering linearly to 3% at the tip. The twin vertical tails have symmetrical
sections, are canted outboard 20°, and are 5% thick at the root, tapering
linearly to 3% a^t .the tip .	 .
The model was fitted with variable position leading-edge flaps (LEF)
having hinge--lines at both thg 7.5 and 20% chord lines. Flap positioning
was manually accomplished using brackets. Horizontal tail deflections were
also manually accomplished using brackets.
The aft end of the model.., between the vertical tails, was dis torted to
accept the model support sting.
TESTING AND PROCEDCJRE
The investigation was performed at Mach number 0.20 and over a range
of fuselage forebody depth based Reynolds number from 0.2 million to 2.3 mil-
lion. Data were gbtained at angles of attack from 10° to 90° and at angles
of sideslip of -10° to 30°. To insure boundary-layer transition to turbulent
conditions, for selected configurations a 0.254 cm (0.l in.) wide strip of
grit having.a nominal diameter of 0.0140 cm (0.0055 in.} was placed 3.68 cm
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(1.45 in.) aft (streamwise} of all 7.eadirfg edges. Grit size was conserva-
tively selected to tie one sieve size larger than needed, as indicated in
reference 3. The trip effectiveness for these tests was not verified.
Forces and moments were sensed by an internally mounted six-component
strain-gage balance. Model cavity pressure was sensed by two transducers
connected to tubes on the left- and right-hand side of the sting. No axial
force corrections were .applied from these .measurements. An angle transducer
mounted on the support systems was used to measure model angles of attack.
For angles of attack to 40 °, the LEF were deflected 25° at the 20% chord.	 _
line. At .
 angles of attack above 40°, tiie LEA' were deflectes to 30° at the
7.5% chord line and l5° at the 20% chord line.
,The effects of control surface deflections were investigated. The
}^orizontal tails were deflected, both together and differentially, from
-1S° to l0°. The ailerons were deflected differentially from -30° ko 30°.
DATA .:^DUCTIOPT
The six-component force and. moment data were redur_ed about the modal
moment reference center in bot^^ the boci}^ and stability axes systems. The
axes systems are defined 'in figure ^► and the moment reference center was
assumed to be at-the 30% m.a.e. Ttie base and cavity pressure were measured
but were not used as correction factors on axial force or drag. The angle
of attack and the angle of sideslip were corrected for sting deflections in
the longitudinal and lateral planes. The angle of attack and. the appropriate
aerodynamic coefficients wets corrected for tunnel-wall interference effects
(ref. 4). The additive wall correction increments are as follows:
^n	 0.15733447 CL
^C.D = 0.0025903 CL
^Cm (tail off) _ -0.0059032.E CL
^C^.(tail on) _ -0.00496259 CL
Tunnel static pressure was measured in. the plenum surrounding the test
section and no b^:ocka:^ corr^etions were applied. A prior calibration of
the 12-f't wind. tunnel at these test conditions: with large blockage models
showed plenum pressure to be essentially identical to free=scream static
pressure. Consequently, this pressure is currently being used as the basis
of free--stream pressure foz all high altd:t.ude tests.
I?ata repeatability f.or the test was estimated_ by reviewing repeat runs
and repeat paints within a run and is as follows:
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c^ _ ±0.002 cR = *0.0010
CD = ±0.0002 a = ±0.05°
CY = *0.0006 ^ _ ±0.05°
Cm = }O.aO$ M = ±0.005
c	 = ^a .001z RN = ±a.a025 x lab
n
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
For the basic config^Y.ation, the variation of aerodynamic characteristics
with Reynolds number for givG,. a_n.gles of attack and angles of sideslip are
presented in figure 5. Boom-on and boom-off data at high and low Reynolds
numb er are ^+resented in figures 6 and 7. Boom-compatible strake-configuration
data obtained ,_t high and low Reynolds number without the boom installed
are presented in figures 8 and 9, and with the boom installed in figures 10
and 11. Data from low Reynolds number, to is of eight strake configurations
on the basic model are presented. in figure 12. The effects of control deflec-
tions at high and low Reynolds number are shown in figures 13 and 14. See
table 3 for a listing of the data figures.
Analysis of the data indicates that maximums Reynolds number effects
occurred on the basic model at an angle of attack of 6a° (e.g., see Cn data
in fig. 5, pp. 44--47 and in fig. 5, p. 54?. Some smaller effects of Reynolds
number were also present a:t angles of attack higher and lower than 6a°.
As may be seen in figure^6, pages 52-54, the main effect of adding the
boom to the basic configuration was the reduced Reynolds number effect in
the yawing-moment coeffic :i:ent Cn a.t angles of attack of 40 °, 5a°, and 60°.
The results of tests of the model with strakes installed. indicated
that through use of some of the strake configurations, the Reynolds number
effects found. on the basic model were el3.minated or reduced significantly.
(For examp.3:e, see fig. $, p. 67, and fig. 12, p. 101.)
ether strake cor►fi^uratians tested did not provide the needed eorrect^:ons.
CONCLUDING RENiARK5
A 0.08-scale YF=17 airplane model has been tested at Mach riu^iber ©.2
in the Ames 12-k'oot Wind Tunnel apt high and low Reynolds numbers at angles
of attack of 10° to 90° and angles of sideslip of -la° to 30 °. Longitudinal
:and lateral-directional charae.teristics were investigated with and without
horizontal tail and aileron deflections.
7
Reynolds number eff ects of significance were found to be present, The
Reynolds number effects were eliminated or significantly reduced khrough the
addition of selected forebody strake configurations.
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TABLE 1,- MODEL GEOMETRY
(a) Model component: wing (W2)
Total data Full-scale Model-scale
Area
Planform 325,160 cm2 50,400 in.^ 20$3. cm2 322.6 in.2
Wetted
Span (equivalent) 1066.8 cm 420 in, 85.344 cm 33.6 in.
Aspect ratio 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5
Rate of taper
Taper ratio 0.3483 0.3483 0.3483 0.3483
Dihedral angle, deg -5 -5 -5 -5
Incidence angle, deg 0 0 0 0
Aerodynamic twist, deg 0 0 0 0
Toe-in angle -.-- --- -•-- -^--
Cant angle ___ _-_ ___ _
Sweep-back angles, d'eg
^,eading edge 26.660 26.660 26.660 26.660
Trailing edge =2.881 •2.881 -2.881 -2.881
0.25 element line 20 20 20 20
Chord
Root	 (wing sta. 0.0} 452.]_2 cm 178.0 in. 36.17 cm 14.240 in.
Tip (equivalent} 1.57.4.8	 cm 62.0 in. 12.598 cm 4.960 in.
MAC 328.534 cm 129.344 in. 26.281 cm 10.3+9 in.
Fus.	 sta. of 0.25 MAC 3.252.04 cm 453.56 in. 92.161 cm 36.284 in.
TJ.l'.	 of 0.25 MAC 10.980 cm 4.323 3.n. 0.876 cm 0.345 in.
B.L. of 0.25 MAC 222.880 cm
_...... 87.748 in._	 ..._. 17.828 cm_. 7.019 in.
Airfoi	 section NAGA65A modified with sharp leadzng edgF,
Root 3% camber, 5% thick at root tapering lix:early to
Tip 4% at 65% span, const^.nt 4% to tip
_...	 .
Exposed data
Area 21.2, 74$ cm2 32, 976 in.. 2 1361 cm2 211 irk. 2
-Span (equivalent} ___ ___ __- __
Aspect ratio. 3.5. 3.5 3.5 3.5
Taper ratio _- __ _^
ChOrdS
Root --- -_- - -
Tip =-= --- --- ---
MAC - . - ---- -- .. - .
Fus.	 sta. of 0.25 MAC - - -- -=
W.P.	 of 0.2.5 MAC --_ _ ___ ^__
B.L. of 0.25 MAG =-- _	 - -- --..
Leading-edge extension 4?,735 cm 2 6624	 n. 2 -cm2273.5 42.39 in.2
(LEX}.
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TABLE 1.- MOREL GEOMETRY _ Continued
(b) Model component: vertj.cal (V2)
Bata per side Full-scale Model-scale
Area
Planform 48,419 cm2 7505 in. 2 309.4 cin2 47.95 in.2
Wetted ___ _- -- ---
Span (Aquivalent) 241.30 cm 95.00 in. 19.304 cm 7.600 in.
Aspect ratio 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2
Rate of taper ---- --- --- ----
Taper ratio 0.394 0.394 0.394 0.394
Dihedral angle, deg --- ---- --- -^-
Incidence angle, deg 0 0 0 0
Aerodynamic twist, deg 0 0 0 0
Toe-in angle L.E. 1 1 1 1
(outboard )
Cant angle outboard 20 20 20 20
Sweep-back angles, deg
Leading edge 41.320 41.320 41.320 41.320
Trailing edge 9.278 9.278 9.27& 9.278
0.25 element line 35 35 35 35
Chords
Root (wing sta. 0.0) 287.02 em 113.00 in. 22.962 cm 9.04 in,
Tip (equivalent) 114.30 em 45.00 in. 9.144 cm 3.60 in.
?iAC 213.042 cm 83.875 in. 17.043 cm 6.710 in.
Fus. sta.	 of 0.25 MAC 1477.986 cm 581.8837 in, 118.239 cm 46.5507 in.
[,.P.	 of 0.25 MAC 135.207 cm 53.2312 i.n. 10.817 cm 4.2585 in.
B.L. of 0.25 MAC 124.952 cm 4.9..194_ in_. 9_,.995 cm	 _ _	 3..9355	 in..
NACA65A with modif3.ed sharp leading edge, no camber,Airfoil section
Root root thicleness of 5%, varying linearly to 3% thick-
Tip nes^^at_the tip




	308.4 cm2 .	 47.81 in.2
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TABLE 1.- MODEL GEOMETRY - Continued
(c) Model component: body (B^)
Full-scale Model-scale
Length ^ 1825,307 cm 71$.625 in. 146.025 cm 57.49 in.
Max. 'width 213.995 cm $4.25 in. 17.120 cm 6.74 in.
Max. depth 202,248 cm 79.625 in. 16 . 180 cm 6.37 in.
Fineness ratio --- --- --- ---
^rea
Max,. cross-sectional 29,73$ cm2 4609.375 1n. 2 190 emz 29.50 in.2
Pl^nform 241,249 cm^ 37,393 in. 2 1544 cm2 239.32 in.2
Welted --- --- --- ---
Base 13,891 cm2 2153.125 in. 2 88.9 cm2 13.78 in.2
Profile 208,325 cmz 32,290.3 5 in. z 1333 cm2 206.64 in.2
11
FABLE 1.- MODEL GE0ptE7,'RY -- Concluded
(d) Made1 component: hori.zantal stabilizer (H1)
Total data Tu11-scale i+tpdel-scale
Area
P1an.^prm 60,096 cm2 9314.93	 ici.^' 384.62 cm' 09.62 in.?
Wet ted --- ---- --- _-_
Span (equi.valent) 675.1 cm 265.8 in. 54,01 cm 21.26	 :En.
.Aspect ratio 1.5 l.5 1.5 1.5
Rate of -taper --_ ---- ---- ---
T^t.per ratio O. G 0.6 0.6 0.6
DiitedXal ansa.e^	 `:t^ -2.0 -2.0 -2.0 -2,0
1nci.dence angle,	 leg 0 0 0 0
Aerodynamic twist, deb 0 0 0 0
TOe-in angle --- --- --- _...-
Cant anEle --- --- --- ---
Sweep---back angles, deg
Leadinb edge 40.846 40.8^i6 40-.846 40.846
Trailing edge 27.979 27.979 27.979 27.979
0.25 element line 38.000 38.000 38.000 3$.000
Chords
Root (wing stA, 0.0) 234.493 cm 92.32 in. 18.760 Cat 7.386 in.
Tip (equivalent) 121..920 cat 48.00 ^.n, 9.754 cm 3,840 in,
MAC 1.55.946 cm 65.33 in. 14.736 c:m 5.80? in.
Fus.	 sta.	 p f; 0.25 AlAC 1.644.65 cm 647.50 in, .131.572 cm 51..$00 in.
Z.P,	 a^ 0.25 riAG -3, 71;5 cm 1..4625 in. 0.297 cm 0.:1.X7	 in.
B.L.	 afw 0.25 MAC 1.50.939 cm 59.425 in. 1'?.075 cm 4.754 in.
Airfoil section NACA65A mpd:i.{•ied with sharp leading edge, na camber,
5-1,/2;1;	 th:Lck at rant varying linearly to 3`Y,. ^^t	 the
tip
Exposed d^^ta
Area 39,4L3. $ cat' 6120 in. ^ 252.7 cm2 39.1.7	 in. ^
Span (equivalent) 243,$4 cm 96.00 in. 1.9.507 cm 7.680 in,
Aspect ratio 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5
Taper ratio 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6
^:1lpTdS
Root 203.2 Cm $0.00 3.n. 1b.256 cm G.400 in.
Tip 121.92 cm 48.00 in. 9.754 cm 3.840 in.
MAC 165.956 cm 65.327 in. 13.27G cm 5.227	 i.n.
Fus.	 sta.	 a.f 0.25 MAC 1687.386 cm 664.325 in. 134.99? cm 53.1.46 in.
W.P.	 of 0.25 .MAC -56.].98 cm -22.125 in. --4.496 cm -0.:1.77	 in.
B.L.	 of 0.25 MAC 205.-677 cm 80.975 in. 16.454 cm 6.478 in.
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cm 'em em deg
cm em location, 1 2 3 1 2 3
can
g l 18.999 O.S33 10° wedge -2 fwd 12.598 15.850 --0.610 off off aff off -off off
S 2 18.161 3.58 aft 14.351 3.4.351 -0.686
S 3 8.OQ1 3.58
S^ I1.176
S^ 1.5.24 1.016 0.15.9 3.8'0. 27.922 26.111 FRP an on o. on
S2 a:ff off
S3 on on off off.
S,^ '20.3'2 aff an on on an
S5 7.6.2 27.992 c;ff off
56 35.524 on: off on off..
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Figure 1.- Orientation ofi force and s^omen^t coefficients about body, 






All dimensions are model scale em(fn.)
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(a) 12-foot 40°-90° cannon support,
Figure 2.- Installation drawings.
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A11 dimensions are model scale em{in..)
{b) 12-foot 0°-40° cannon support.
Figure 2. _ Conc3.uded .
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All dimensions are model scale cm(in.) 
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CI CANOPY d, DORSAL 
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(a) Three view with launchers. 
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(b) Model 3-view with missiles.
Figure 3.- Continued,
All dimensions are model setae cm^(in.)
FS -2.172























All dlFnensiona are model scale cm(in..)
Fs ^1.a46
^c ^^_576	 (16..16)
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(^) ^eadin^g-edge flap detaa.l.
figure 3.- Con:tintied.
All dimensions are model scale em{in.}
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('h) V2 {0.3982 taper ratio},
figure 3.-Con^tnued.
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s-trakes Si -ta S6
(j) S' stxakes.
Figure 3. - Continued.
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(k) Nose boom compatible strakes. 
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(a) [ine-yc^arLer front view.







(b) ^^n,- auart^r rcrir viE^u^.
ri^;ure 4.- Concluded.
ZU
(AO5049) XT N3 H1 '!2 LH7
SYl18GL A!_PHA PARAMETR^E'C VALlJES DATA$ET	 RN^ DATA5ET	 'RN
0 10.000 BE:fiA -10.000 AIL=L .000 Aa5049	 .300 AD5050	 .400
^^ 20-000 A1L-R .000 Af^LF}ON .000 A05051	 .600 A^5052	 .800
O 30.000 HOR=L .000 NOR-R .0'J0 AD5U53	 1.5b0 Ap505^r	 2.250
A, 4.0.000 NCSRI!3T .000 RUDGCR .000
















f^I^G.5 LONGITUD. ANO LATERAL-DIRECT. AFRO EHARAC. VARIATION WITH-REYNOLDS NUMBER






(AD5049) X1 N3 H1 V2 LH7
5Yn80L	 ALPHA	 PAf7Af7ETRIG VALUES	 OATASET	 RN	 QATA5ET	 RN
O	 !0.000	 BETA	 .^00	 AbL-L	 .000 AD5044	 .300	 AD5050	 .40Q
20.000	 A!L-R.	 .-000	 APLROk	 .-000 AD505I	 .500	 A05052	 _B00
O	 30..000	 FlOR°L-	 ,000	 NOR-R	 .000 A05053	 1.500	 AOS054	 2.250











































{ADSO4'9)	 X1 N3 HI V2 LH7
SYH90L ALPFlA PARAI''ETR1C YALUES
O 1-0.000 BETA !0.000 AiL-L
q 20.000 AlL,^R .000 AILRON
4 30.000 HOR-L .00D HOR-R















tADSO49) X1 N3: H'1 V2 LH7
5YM8DL ALf'EIA FARA1•tET{iCQ VALUES DATASET	 RN DATASET	 RN
O' 10.000 BETA 20.000 AI ;L-L .U00 AD5049	 . 300 ADS050	 .40L
.20.900 AiL-R .000 A1:LRgN .000 AOS051	 .500 ADS052	 .800
O 30.000 HOR -L .000 HOR°R . 000 A05053	 { . 500 AD5054	 2.250












t^ADSO1^Ol X? NZ	 W1 `V2 LH7
SYM90L -ALPHA PARANETRTC VALVES DATA5ET RN DATASET RN
O 40.OD0 .BETA -NO,ODD AIL-L .000	 AD50^10 .200 AD5+7:17 .300
50.00D AIL=R .ODD AI!LRAN .D00	 ApSOd^2 .'400 AD50^['8 :66p
O 60.D00 FiOR=L .ODO HOR-R .ODO	 A05017 .800 Ap503E6 ].000












.'I	 ]'.0	 I ta .O
RN
^'	 I •0	 10.0
RN
F i C . 5 LONG I TUD^. ANL, LA1'EF.:4L— DIRECT . AERO CHARAC . VARIATION W I "^H REYNOLDS NUMBER
.	
—	























O	 H0.40D	 BETA	 .000	 ATL_L
50.OGd	 A1L.-R	 .DOD	 AFLFQu
O	 64.00U	 HOR^L	 .040	 HOR-R










^'IG.5 LONGITUD. AND LATERAL—DIRECT. AFRO CHARAC. VARIATION WITH REYNOLDS NUMBER
(U
—'d
t ,4^DS.O ^I 0)	 X2 N 1 H ^1 Y2 'LH7
SYMBOL	 ALPJdA	 i'ARAMETR:IC YALU£5
O	 .J.000	 8£TA	 IO.C+DO	 AJL-L
©	 50.000	 ApL-R	 .Oi30	 AILRON
O	 fi0.000	 FfOR-L	 .D00	 IibR-R





E)ATASET	 RN	 OATAS£T	 RN
	
,000 - ADS010	 .2D0	 ADSOJI
	 .300
	
.000- AD5012	 .400	 AbS0EJ9	 .600
.-000
	












. r	 I . !J
	 I 0 . ^
RN







(ADS01^0 l^	 X2 N l^	 H^1 V2 LH7
SYSN80L AE_'PHA PARAMETRIC VALWES OATASET RNA DATrASET ^ RN
,0 4.0.000 BETA 20'.D00 A1^L-L .000	 A05DbD .c'00 AOSD'1l ..309!p' 50.000 A1L-R .000 Al!LROiJ .000	 Ab50^12 .400 AOSD^1'8 .Fa00
O 60.D00 HUR-L .000 Yi0t7-R .ODO	 AD50d7 .800 AOSOdS 1.ODD
p 7D.000 HOR![2? .000 ADSU^I^ 1.50U A050^f4 2.00D























(ADSO491 X1 N3^H1 V2 LH7
SYhiF30L ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES OA°TA5ET	 RN JPiTASET	 ,RH,
'O 10.000 BET^q -60 . 000 A^ [ L-L .:OOU A05049	 . 300 A4S050	 .400
^, ^O. pp.0 A 1 k=R .000 A ELRpN .000 ADS05:1
	 .600 A[]505^'	 .'3f'0










	 10 . D
RN
















5YN80L ALPPIA: PARAMETRdC VALUES
l^O.DOQ BETA .[300 AfL-L
zO.^000 AIL=R .000 AIL.R^N
D 3D.6D0 HOR-L .DUD fi^7R-R
p 40.ODD^ HOR!fZT .-ODD RUDDER
E)ATASET	 RN DATASET	 RN
.A00 AOS649	 .30D ADS050	 .460
.000 ADSpSt	 .600 AD5D52	 .800






























	 X1 N3^H1 V2 LH7
5YM80L ALP1iA PARAMETR! 'C VAL61E5
O l^O.DDO BETA 1p.D00 AIL=L
D 20.OD0 A.GL-R .D00 AILRON
O 3D.000 MOR-L .ODD HOR-R
^ '40.D00 HORdZT . D00 RUQDER





.ODO AD5D5€	 .600	 ApSD5c'	 :ep0
.ODD A05053
	 E.500	 A05054	 2.25D
.aoo
RN^












SYMl3QL ALPIiA PARAhtETR.I'C VALl9ES
(^ 9i0. D00^ BETA 20.-000 A GL-L
20.000 AdL-R .000 A6LROM
p 30.000 'HQR'L .000 HOR-R




















































(ADS010)	 x2 N1 H1 V2 LH7
SYFiBOL ALPFlA pARAMET^RIC VALUES
O k0.000 6ETA -lD.000	 AIL-L
q 50..000 AWL-R .000-	 AILRON
O 60.000 HOR-L .0J0	 HDR-8
Q 70.000 HQRIZT .000[^ eo.DOo94,000





















FIGS LCNGITIID. AND LATERAL-DIRECT. AFRO CHARAC. 'VARIATION WITH REYNOLDS NUMBER
-	
--*'°'.^.^...,,.^.^-:^--.^z,:sz;G-' c.,:.-asr:.x,.. - . •-.--.-z^r^-tr.^-r----`-mss"-a.. ;yr_-.= :..-..5-.,^ 	 ....--....:'--;-^v'^w+;'. -., ^F.A:.^"wt^ ,: .^ x: `.Ti'.^".-.0^Ta ^ n^..




















.I t, •o	 I ^.o
'RN
^	 e	 ^	 i
ADSO i^ o^	 xz N i H r vz ^^H^
5YM90t	 AkPNA	 PARAMETRIC VAl:UES	 ^ATASET RN	 DATASET RN
O	 40.4D0	 pET.A	 .040	 ARIL-L	 . 040 A05010	 . 200-	 AOSO41	 .300-
50,OD4
	 A [ L-R	 .OaO	 A:[LRON	 . 004 A^5012	 . 400	 ADSO^PB	 .640
O	 60:D44	 iiOR-L	 .OD4	 WDR=R	 ..0,'10 AOSD1?	 .800	 A^5D96	 F.000











.	 t	 1 .D
	 1fl.0
RN





(ApS010}	 X2 'N1 H1 V2LN7
SYMBOL ALPHA. PARAMETRGC VALUES DATA5ET FiN DATASET	 RN
D 40.000 BETA 10,004	 pdL-L ..000	 A45014 .,20[1 AD50i1	 .300
50.400- AIL-R .000	 AfLP.ON .'000	 AD5Dd2 , 400 A^5DE^8	 .600
O 60.404 HOR-L . 004	 NOR-R .[300	 AD5017 . 800 A05016	 1.000
70.444' Hc3R9ZT .DOD pD501'5 1.540 A!}5414	 2.000


































(ADSO10? X2 NI	 H1 V2 LH7
SYH9DL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALLdES
Q 4p.04D SE7A 20.000 A[L—L
Q 50.D00 AiL—R .OGO AILRDH
O 80.40D HDR—L .DOD HDR'R






































DgTA SET 5xrh30L CDWFi6GLJI^AT 1 ON lDE5G3^ ! IPT I ON RN
CRD5047T ^ X1 N3	 !`k	 H[	 V2 tH:'1 .340
bRDSD48^ C7 X1 N3 PI H1 V2 ^H7 2.25D
ER^5049T O X! M3 !il V2 t.H7 .3D0






-40	 -30	 -2Q	 -ID	 0	 1.Q	 ^0	 30	 ^0	 5[]	 5[Z
F'IG.fi BOOM(II} AND REY. NO. EFFECTS ON LATERAL-DIRECT. AFRO CWARACTERISTICa














nATA SET SYMBOL Gt]i^tF FGt^RAT I ON nESGR PPT tON RN
c. o'J50?471 O X1 N3 [i H[ V2 LH7 .30DVRD50481 [^ Xi	 N3	 i ^ }i1	 V2 LH7 2.25D
6ROSD491 O XE N3 H1. V2 LH7 .3QDGA[)50541 1a X1 N3 Hob V^ LH7 2.25D
B











DATA 5ET SNNBOf_ GONE1 'GURA7ION t)ESCR^tPTIQN RN
tRD50471 Q X1 N3 E°1 HI V2 LH7 .300
IR^50491 [] %1 :N3 11 Hi V2 LH7 2.250
t°RiJSO49^1 O R1 N3 H:1	 Vc' -LH7 .30Q
IR0505k1 d x1 N3 H.1 V2 LH7 2.256	 '
U
-^40	 -30	 -20	 -10	 0	 10	 z0	 30	 ^0	 50	 ^n









-^o	 - ^a	 ;zn	 - i o	 a	 ^ n	 ^n	 ^n	 4n	 ^n	 t1n
FiG.S 800M(iFl AND REY.^ND. EFFECTS ^N LATERAL-DIRECT. AFRO CHARACTERISTICS
(C)ALFHA = 3Q.39
,	 r	 ,	 r
-	
__._.. -... _..__ _...W. ,^-s. ,.,. ...:, .
,_.^-:.s^:x—_-r^:^^T^,w.___^^s... T, ..$." s. , ^3..n,:.;^,.. "; a .f- kX"- 1S...usW...^Yr	 -.i:
	




BATA SET 5Yi'180i_ Gt]NF i Gl:lRAT i0N E]ESGR [ PT l ON RN
1Rl]St)471 (7 X1 N3	 IE	 Nk	 V2 L!'f.' ,30t}lfil]511481 © Xl N3 I I H! V2 tH7 2,25111 R135049 F Q ^i ! N3 H 1 V2 LH7 .3U[7





-40	 –30	 –ZO	 –10	 0	 ]0	 CO	 30	 ^0	 50	 6q






	 –30	 --EJ	 –
,







FIG.6 BOOM(I1l AND REY. N0. EFFECTS ON LATERAL--DIRECT. AERQ CF[ARACTERISTICS
(DIALPHA = 40.42









I]ATA SET SYMBOI.	 CONFIGURATION QESCRI'i'TI^N
IROSOOBI D x2 NI II	 HI V2 LH7
fRD50091 ^ x2 M1 it	 H1 V2 LFt3
tR^501'd') O x2 N1 Hi V2 LH7









-40	 -3D	 -^0	 - t Q	 Q	 ] D	 20	 3Q	 4fl	 5(l	 r,n
t
]
^40	 -3Q	 -^0	 -]0	 0	 ]0	 ^0	 3f3	 4n	 ^n	 ^n
B
FIG.6 BOOM`{If) AND REY. IV4. EF `FECT'S ON LATERAL-DIRECT. AFRO CHARACTERISTICS












-DATA 5EF SYhl80L ^QNFI^Gk7RAT1 `ON' OESGRiPTiON RN
fiRD50090 O X2 ^M1E!	 i^l	 H^1	 V2 LN7 .c'00
(RD50091 ice: X2 'NE	 l .^ i^ ^Hi	 V2 tkl7 2.250
[RI]50UOi O x^ Nt H1^ V2 LHT .@00























DATA SET SYMBOL	 CONF I?GURAT^[ON l7ESGR!'PT 6ON .
c^RD50aB!	 0	 X2 N1^ I! Nd V2 4N7
i^R1750091	 i0	 X2 ^N! •1 [ Hd V2 LW7
d=Rl)50 U0 T	 O	 X2 Ni[ N!1 V2 LW7





















FlG.6 B00MCI1) AND RAY. NO. AFFECTS ON !_ATERA^—DIRlwCT. AFRO r?^ARACTERISTiCS
t C) Ai^PNA = 6!0.28
........-... e-.. . -, _ ^-
. ^w-a- n-r.s--r. ,.:; . ?-.-,.-.- >:,:.^- 	 ..; ....^-.^ _ .s.s;-; •^ 	 —	 -	 ..:^.	 [ ±'^.r »^	 .—...	 . _.s;s_:3'x=s"	 ..	 ,. ...
	 3^.1 ..^.cire...... ^.^,.e,-.aa^.» 	 - -+>^-













QA:TA 5E7 SYl180L	 CONFi:GURAT IQlV pESCRl^PT I pN	 RN
tRDSDDB}	 O	 K2 N ei Fi H MI V2 LH7	 .2DD
t^RDSOD9^}
	 D	 x2 N1 C! H^! V2 LH7	 2.250
1'RD5D^! 01	 O	 X2 'N 1' Hd Vc LH7 	 .20D
!'RD50^137	 ^	 X2 N! H4 V2 LH7	 2.ZSD
I:-IG.6 BOOM(LIl AND REY. N0. E^FI-=CTS ON^LATERAL =DIRECT. AFRO CHARACTERISTICS














DATA $ET 5YH8aL COlJF ' IGURATPON A^SCR3PTQON 'RfV
DRf75DOBJ [] X2 NP I B C H1 V2 LH'7 .200
i+Rt15009^! p: X2 'N1	 1 1 H1	 V2 'LH7 2.-250
!•Rp50'U0) O X2 iVd 'H9 V2 LH7 :200
t!RDSO ' 13) LD X2 tJ `I H3 V2 LH7 2.250'
F i G . fi ^BOQM^(I I 1 AND RAY . N0 . EFFECTS ON LATERAL-DIRECT . A^ERO CHAF2ACTER'I 5T i CS








E3A^7A SST SYlABOL CGYF [^Gl1RAT i ON ^ESGR^PPT lON RN'
GR0500f3 Y O %2 M! t-t	 W^l Y2 LH7 .200
f•R[)5005^Y p %Z 1^lI I f	 H^1^ V2 LH7 2.^5^













QATA 5ET SYMe30i: GONFIGItRlI^TI:QN QeSfiR^IP7I0N RN
[sBQ50491 O' X1^ iN3 HI V2 LH'l .300
I^BI]S43i0! Q! X2 NI ^H[ V2 tr'H7 .200
4805047! Q X^P N3	 T[ Hd V2 iH7 .3Q0
CB^SOi78^!' ^ X2 NI	 I1 •H1^ V2 LFlT .20Q
f CD5t754 ! A 'H[
	
V2 'LH7 1^A=X'1 N3,A^FNA TQ 40, FX2 Nd .OVER 4Q^1 2.25Q
I^GDSO481' Q' A tI HI V2 LFi7fA =X°I^N3,ALf'FiA TO 40,	 x2N1.OVER 404 2.250
a
Ix
FIG . 7 BOOM (I' 1 } ANGI^ REY . N0 . !EFFECTS ONLONG I TUD . AE^RO CHARACTER T ST I CS
,f A l BETA
	 =	 . 0^0
,
-	 .,<.^.-.:	 M ^«rr	 i y3'^;;
 ^






DATA 5ET 5YMBOL GONF'16llRAT{ i 0N DESOR1PT1a7N RN
fBD5049] O X!'N3 HI V2 LH7 .300f BOSOiI 0 ! ^ X2 Nl H !l V2 LH7 .290bf3D5047! O X'!	 N3	 ll	 H^1	 V2 LH7 .300
Uaosnaeo /^ X2 N9	 [1 Hl V2 LH7 .200
f.G^S054! A H! V2 LH7 fA =XI N3;ALPHA Tf3:40, Xc N1,OV^R 40! 2..250




5	 0	 5	 i 0 15	 5 ^^ 35 ^t0 ^5 : 5Q
.
 55 60 65 . 
7 ^ : 7














DATA SET SXMBOt: 	 GONF hGJ1RAT 1^ON DE5CR^IPT LDN
(iBD5fl491 O' X1 N3 'J^U ti7	 H7
t i ei]501^0'1 [] X2 N ei 1#1^ V^ kH7
I!Bl]Sn471 p %1	 N3	 I I^ ^J:J^I 	 V2 tH7
IiBD50D8^1 ^ X2 NI	 i l^ F •Il	 V2 L-H7
ICD5n54J A H^J V2 !H7 cA=%I N3,ALPNA TO 40. %2 N1 ,;OVER '401












-a D	 0 X15 20 25 3:Q 35 40, 1 45 50
	 6p b'S 70 75 80 85 90 9
	
5	 1	 -	 55	 5
n
_	 F I^ G . 7 'BC10M ^( ^I 1 } AND REY . N0 . EFFECTS ON LONG Ii TIJD . AFRO CHARACTER I ST I C5
(^C I iBETA	 = 20 . g^0









GALA S^7 SYM901r	 CONE IGURAF'! ON's. l7ESCR=TPfi ICON
	
RN
PRDSO491	 O	 X1 N3 H1 V2'LF17	 .30a
rRD5a451	 C]	 X1 N3 52 Ff^l V2 lkE7	 .300
tRD5a54M	 O	 X1 N3 H1 V2 ^kA
	
2.250




-+gin	 -^^	 -^^	 - i o	 o	 i o	 ^r^	 ^n	 4n	 ^^	 ^^
B
















DAiT"A SET SYMBOL CONE 1 E GURAT^I'ERJ .OESC:RiI'PT E'iOI^' Rt^l	 r
tRD5t14931 t^, X`f	 N3 ^W.^	 V2 Lld7 .3Ot1
l=RD5045 =1 ^' Y.=1^	 N3 52 N^t	 V2 ^ LF^l7 .30D
t13p5054 S O XI N3 fiil V2 LNT 2.250
I^RI]5^451 ^ X1^ N3 52 Hd V2 Lfi7 2.25t)
FTG.B STRAlCESiS^I AND REY. N0. EFFECTS ON^LATERAL-DIRECT. AFRO CHARAC^ERI57IC5^
('B) A^FH'A ^ 20'.27
.ore	 -	 „^..: ..	 _.	 ._._. .._.-•-,_c_.. -^7^'_Tr'^'.s^'t N...- 	 r;"*-'.t	 ^«'^': ...,..^.::
	









	 CDNFfGURATlON OESGRIPTQf,^S 	 RN
f'RDSO49^1	 Q	 XI N3 H^l V2 LH7	 .300(RD5045 !	 [:)	 X1 N3 5c' F!'! V2' LH7	 .300



















_	 __	 ^	 _	 _
RATA SE"f SYMBOL CO1^' I GURAT I QN D£ 5GR^I PT I ON pN
PR050491
^
X'1 N3 FI1 V2 LH7 .300[ RD5045 :1 X'! N3 S2 iid V2 LHV .300
[RD5054f O %1 N3 H[ V2'LH7 2.250













F'iG.B STRAKES(a2) AND REY. M0.'EF^^C7S ON LATERAL-DIRECT. AFRO CFfARACZERIS^ICS















lSATA'SET 51'M8(M: EONFlGUftA7ION t3E5CR1^^TION RN
cRnSb10`l O. X2 N^1 H9: V2 LH7 ,2bb
{ROS^0'1 1 [^ X2 N.1 52 HE V2 LIi7 .200
IRDS0^131 O X2 N1 Hf V2 tW7 2.250	 ,_
1R^S003f p X2 NI 52 H? 1/2 LN7 2.250




	 ^	 X2 N1 HI V2 LH7	 .a44
cRU54o11	 [)	 X2 N1 S2 HE V2 LH7	 .244
l RDS4131
	 O	 ^K2 N I H! Y2 LFk7
	
2.254






















	 -^o	 -zD	 —1D
	













`DATA SET 5YM80L CONFIiGURATION OESCRIPT 'd^ON RN
lRD5p il0i 0 X2'Nl HI 'V2 6Et9 .20Di^R>]Spp
 1 1 D X2 Nd 52 ii•1	 V2 Lli7 .2p0i^RDSp d31 O X2 N !i Hi V2 LFi7 2.25p
IRDSpp 31 ^ X2 N^1^ S2 HiF U2 LH7 2-.250•









OAIA SET SYMl9OL	 tiO[+1t= IGtJRAT ION E^SGR^I^PT It]N
t i4DS01 [) fi 	 O	 X2 h l k l V2 LH7
rl^osoa^ . 1	 O	 x2 hl s2 ^t v2 t_Fi'7
tRO50131	 O	 X2 N3 H^1 v2.E:FE7















DATA 5ET SYi'113f3L tONi= EGURATtDN f)EStRIPTION RN
tRD50f.Of O X2 >`Ef HI V2 LH7 .2D0(ROSOO^ .f. f q %2 N{ 52 H I V2	 L.fd'7 .200i Rl]50131 O X2 N 1 H 1 V2 Lfi7 2.25q











	 -30	 -20	 - i D	 D	 1 0	 ^[]	 ^n	 4n	 ^n	 ^n
B
7
-4D	 -30	 -2D	 -10 ^ D






I= IG.B STRAKES(S2) AND RAY. N0. EFFECTS ON LATERAL-DIRECT. AFRO CHARACTERISTICS











DATA SEt SYM80L CONFIGURATION l]ESCRCPTION RN
1Rk]5Q101 O X2 N1 Hd V2 LH9 .2017
1R(]50011 © X2 N1 52 H1 V2 LH7 .2D0
ER[750131 O X2 N1 Hi V2 LH7 2.250
lRt]50©31 d X2 Nk S2 1il V2 LH7 2.c"50
..
B
FIG.B STRAKES(S2) AND REY. N0. EFFECTS ON LATERAL-OIREGT. AFRO CHARACTERISTICS
tF1ALRHA = 89.E]
_--^.°.c.c:z:.-tea,.,,,--^++, ^•^s*,:rrr .....-._	 r;.	 ..	 `:K^e:.:nr-x-.^.	 ^x^:rS#	 'r -:^'^a°. [..4 T„"'w"...«'S^.:'.r
Z
t:3
UA7A 5ET SYHBOL CQt^'IGURA7ION DESCRfPTfON RN
{BD50491 O Xt N3 H1 V2 LH7 .300
cBQ50'^101 Q X2 N1 H] V2 Lk7 .200
(Bb50451 O X1 N3 52 lil V2 LH7 .30D
[9DSD011 ^ X2 Nl 52 H1 V2 LH7 .200
[COSD541 A H! V2 LH7 FA =X1 N3,ALPHA 70 40, X2 NI.OVER 401 2.25D














	 5 !0 15 2G 25 30 35 40 ^5 50 55 E0 65 70 75 80 85 90 95
a
-FIG . 9 STRAKE=S t S^ 7 AND F2EY . N0 . E^FECT5 ON LONG I TUD . A(-=RO CHARACTER I ST i CS
(A)BETA	 -	 .00
_ .__ ...__ . __.	 ,.	 __	 - -- -	 ..._	 ^ _ _	 __.-^----.. ^r^.
gASA SET SYMBOL	 CONFIGWRATtON GESGRI''PT-ION
18D5D491' ^ `X'1	 N3 H1 V2 LH7
i 81750'b0) p' X2 Nil Hl V2 LH7
i8D56k5) O Xt N3 52 H^1 V2 LH7
[BGSOO^I Y Q x2 Nd SZ H^1' V2 LH'7
ICDSfl54l [a A H1 V2 LH7 lA=)[1	 N3,ALPFHA. TO 40, XZ N^I,^VER 409










1!i r]L!'l111 Lli! It	 iii ila^^ tdtr ^rd1l •i1^rr'f !'11 ll^l, • u 3r^:rllf u. o-r^^:r-ra ,iii unn i.i.n r_, r.r iir.r r,ir ii1- T '^^	 ^'".^.'"
--5 0	 5	 10 15 ^0 ^5. 3D 35 40 45 5D
a
6D 65 7D 75 8'D B5 9t] q5
^	 _	 ^













^5 0	 5	 10 15 ^^0 25 3D 35 40 45 50 .1.. 55. 50^ 65 7^D 75 8^ 8^ 9D 55
a
FiG.9 aTRA^KES(SZ1 AND R'EY. NO. EFFECTS ON LON^zTUD. AEFi p
 CHARACT^RI^STiCS '
(6.lBETA	 =	 10.0'0











DATA SET SYMBOL CONF EGUFiAT 1^ON t>6SGf3dPt I ON RN
18[]5049) O X'1^ N3 H1	 V2 Lli'3 .3D0
DBDSO7 ! D) p' X2 N1 tfi1 V2 LH7 .200
I B[15D451 O X ! T N3 S2 N!. V2 LH?7 .30D
IBf35D0^1) ^ X2 N1 S2 HI V2 LH7 .204
lCO5D54) A H1	 Y2 LH7	 I:A=X'l N3,ALPHA TQ 4D^,. X2'Nd,.OV.ER 401 2.25D
IGI]SO46a p A 52 H7 V2 l.iH7aA =XLN3,-ALPHA TO 40, X2Nd .OVER 40 °) 2.250
O
a










(RiJ504.9J O X1 N3 NY V2 LN7
cRp50421 p X1	 N3	 t! 5[ lil	 V2LH7
rR^5054 I O X1	 N3 li l V2 f_H7





















	 —30	 —20	 —10	 0	 10	 2D	 3Q	 4D	 50	 ^f1
e















	 ^	 XI N3 MI V2 LH7	 .300
f•RI15042f	 [J	 XI N3 I'[ SI Hi V2 LN7	 .3p0
fR050541	 O	 YFI N3 Hi Y2 LH7
	
2.250














DATA S>=T SYttSOL GlThtf'IGURATlt)N !]ESCR}PTIt7^t FiN	
-
tR^]SO49Y O %!	 h!3 FEE	 V2 LF[7 .30U
t R^750421 [] %! N3 [ t	 5l H l V2 LM7 .3DQ[ Rp5U54 ^ O %]	 N3 H9	 V2 Li-l7 2.25Q
l R[]5044 I O %1	 N3	 ! 1	 S i	 FEt	 V2 E_}i7 2.250
rU
;. t









-^+o	 -3n	 -^o	 - ^ a	 n	 ^ n	 ^n	 ^n	 ^+^	 ^n	 ^n
FIG.1D 60f1MiI1)+STRAKEStSI) AND R^EY, ND. EFFEC75 ON LATERAL-DIRECT. AFRO CHARAC.
(CIALPHA = 30.44
:.....








DATA 5ET SYMBOL GONF'IGURATLON OESL'R ! [PT1^ON RN
I'FtD6p48J O XI N3 H1 V2 LH7 .34D
d^R1J5U421 q %1 N3 I b 5 .1	 N1 V2 LH7 .3pq
GRpSp54l O X'I N3 H1 V2 LH7 2.25p
f ROSO44 ) ^ X l
	






-4a	 -^o	 -^o	 -to
	
10	 2^	 30	 40	 ^a	 sn
a
FiG.IO 900M(III+STRAKES(SI? AND R^EY. N0. EFFECTS ON LATERAL-DIRECT. AFRO CHARAC.
E D l ALPHA = 40 .'^^
If ~ 
r ~:''-''''''';'-''-""~'''--"'=''-'---'-'''-----'' •.• ,- .-; -~-~ ...... ~ ~-. "" .. 
[ DATA 5E-r SYMBOL CONF"IGURATION OE5CRIPTlON- RN tj'V, \ . ~. (ROsOIO) 0 X2 NI HI V2 LH7 .200 " 
~ (ROsOO") 0 X2 NI II 51 HI V2 LH7 .200 . 
t: ( ROSO 13 I <> X2 NIH I V2 LH7 2 . 250 - .~-.. -< 






































-30 -20 -10 
:,.....-
f 
-30 -20 -10 














~ ::::,.. N ~ I-




20 30 40 50 60 
, ft 
20 30 40 50 60 
,. 
,~ t---... 
~ -.. t---., 
- --.;~ 
20 30 40 50 60 
FIG.tO BOOM(Il)+STRAKES(Sl) AND REY~ NO. EFFECTS ON LATERAL-DIRECT. AERO CHARAC. 
( A ) ALPHA = 40 . 33 
1i:: .. !;~J"i ~-.; .... ~:".iL fetat, ...... ! 't!:rl.tht\'SW"l;A.,~......Io.'-..ia."""""" 1'-3! 'tI!j,#,,::~.o.1i/"& .. /~ ....... L"h .... _a~ ..... ~'¥Ii..:~--"~'J...l~_'~-"-'._""""'--'",_'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''~ __ '_, .... ~ .. _ .. + •• _ ... " .. .0. '.! .~.." --'- ... ~. ;-:=.c:,zaa: 















fRD501U1	 ^	 X2 N[ H! 'V2 LH7
fRDS0041	 ^	 X2 NI 11 S! H! V2 LH7
IRDSOP3)	 O	 X2 Nl H1 V2 LH7









































DATA SET SYMBOL 60NFIGURATION DE5CREPTfE4 RN
CRf]Sp k p f Q X2 Nl HI V2 LH7 ,2pp
tRD50041 q X2 NI
	 II	 S1	 Ht	 V2 LH? .Bpp
[ R(]5p l 31 O X2 M I Hi V2 LH7 2.25f7
cRpSop71 Q X2 NI
	 f1	 51	 Hl	 V2 LH7 2.250
U
-^0	 -30	 -20	 - 1 0	 0	 1 D










-y D	 - 30	 -RO	 -10	 f]	 7 n	 an	 5`n	 u n	 ^n	 cn
6















DATA SET SYMBOL	 CONFIGURATION bESCRTPT'ION
	
RN
fROS010 •}	 Q	 X2 'N1 H1 V2 ^LH7	 .,200
`9t^50G41	 []	 X2 N1 I'1 5'1^ H! V2 LN7	 ..200
[ROSOd3 +
	O	 1(2 Nl' Hd V2 iLH7
	
2.250
c : RDS0^7^i	 ^	 K2 N1' 2l S.1! 'fa! Y2 LH7
	
a.250
F" 1 G . t 0 BOOM f : 1) +STRAiC^S (S t } AND RAY . NO . ^f"^ECTS ON LA^EFaL_ p t F^ECT . A^ERO CHARAC .
fD}ALPHA = 7D.27
~ ...---_~- --__ ~--~ _. - ____ :" __ ~ ____________ d _______ '_ __ _ ___ _ _ _ _ _ _________________________________________________ u ______________ .-
DATA SET'SYMBOl CONFTGURATION DESCRIPTION RN f ~_-1. 
r (RDSOO"+J 0 X2 NI II SI HI V2 LH7 .200 It- · Ii (RoSOIO) 0 X2 NI HI V2 LH7 .200 f:' --] 
! (RDSOl3J 0 X2 NI HI V2 LH7 2.250 <._-
<ROS007) Lo. X2 Nl 11 51 HI V2 LH7 2.250 I';: '_', 
t-+----~ TTIT [Trn IrTT JHJ P-TJ IfTl Uti lJrl II!!" HII IHI HJI HH Jill IIII Jill 111I (J IJJ PI' JUI 1111 lifT UTI rJH fill flIT rTTT TTlT TITT TTTlrrr 
I 



























































30 40 50 60 
30 40 50 60 
;III I l1JJ IlJr TIll JIll J J II IIUrlll 
"" 
lUI 1111 fill III , JIll III! JIll I" I 1111 nil 1}l1 II" lin ilil , II J 1111 JIll lin IHI rn, IHI IHI rrrrr I ' .. ~ 
• 1 










30 40 50 60 
FIG.tO BOOMCItl+STRAKESCS1) AND REY. NO. EFFECTS ON LATERAL-DIRECT. AERO CHARAC. 
(ElALPHA = 80.21 
,;1 
I!!!I[:~;::- ,. ;...._~ .. !$ lld*1I1 III 1t4~:,·J;dL.~ .. "._~, __ ::"; .. ":_c_~.~~I"~'.'b.t 























[]ATA SET SYHBO !_ 	GONFbGl1RA? 1^ON OESCRiPTfON	 RN
f•RDS0^1^09	 O	 X2 N1 HI V2 LH"7	 .2f)0
[RDSQ041	 ^	 X2 N1 11 SI. F1J' V2 LH'7	 .•200[R{)51IY31	 O	 7f2 N'! H ! 1 V2 iM7	 2.050[ RO5U07 }	 ^	 X2 N C I ^ f 5l FI1 V2 L497	 2.250
F I^G . 1 D BOOM (I 1) +STP.:^iCE^ ^ S 1) ANQ REY . NO . EFF'^EC^S ON L,4TERA^--D [ RECD . AERO CHARAC .
(FIALPHA = 89.1
DATA 5ET SY)1BOL	 C£INFCGURATI^N f^50RiPTIflN
[BD5049) O X1 N3 H1 Y2 LH7
c 81]50) D ) © %2 N4	 H! V2 LH7
[BD5042) O %I N3	 fl SI H1 V2 LH7
[BD5004) ^ X2 N!	 Il S1 HI V2 LH7
ICO5054) A H1 V2 LH7 fA=X1 N3,ALPHA TO 40, X2 N1,OVER 40)









GJ ^ .^ ,








rlrri i^ ^!r rf ^LL 1^ r.rl..e^ ilrT^lLLll ,rir l - r,^^LIJ.L^:L.f.L1111S1 .^^l r^lli :^t,^llir.l i.r [S . l,r^rrr,i r..rr l^,e, Jr..^L::Iris; ^ ^rJ iii„_ir.f lr^islrlrirrlrr..Fii,ifrrr rf, rr rls „rl^








	 5 10 15 ^0 25 30 35 40 y 5 50 55 60 65 70 75 BO 85 90 95
a






DA3A S£7 SYh1 @[?L CQhtFIGURAT1f9N DESCR^IPTff3N RN
f8Q50491 [) X1 N3 H1 V2 LFI? ,304
FBp54H4M Q X2 Nil H1	 V2 LH7 .^00
f Bf]5442 i O X{ N3	 i l	 S^1	 W1	 V2 LM7 .300'[ @@54(]4 1 n x2 N'1	 i 1	 S^1	 H I V2 LH7 .2U[7
d 05454 1 L^ A H i	 V2 L'1^ f A= X E N3, ALiPHA T A O MQ , X2 N I .OV£R 401 2.250
['CDSO441 ,p A I:lS I^H! V2 LHT[^A-X 1 N3, ALPHA TO 4.0. 	 X2N^E , f]VI=R 401 2.2Sf7.
Z
U i





^	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
2^ 25 3	
„
-5 D	 5	 10 I'5	 0 3'5 ^'0 45 50 55 6Q 65 7U 75 80 85 90 95
fy







DATA 5ET SYMBOL	 CONFf6fJRATTON DE5CR =I'PTI^ON
tBO504.91 O X1 N3 H1 V2 LH7(8O501^01 q X2 N4	 H1' V2 LH'7
18G50421 O X1 N3	 1I	 51 HI V2 LH9
C,6O5l304 } ^ X2 'Nd
	
1 1
	 51 H3 V2 LH7
CC^115a54} A'H^I V2 'LH7 IA= XL N3,ALPHA TO 40, X2 N•I,OVER 40.1
















-5 0 5 '	 10 15 ^0 ^ 25 30 3a ,' 4D 45 50 ^ 55 50 1 65 70 75 BA D 85 90 X15
a







DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIOk DE5CRIPTlON RN
T RDSQ 1 f)1 ^ XZ N^I H^1 V2 LH7 .2UQ
1RDS{l!3) D X2 N1 H! V2 LH7 8.250
IRa5O281 O X2 N9 5[1 Hi V2 LH7 .2[}0
IRDSgC91 Q, X2 Nf $2I HI Vc' LM7 .2U0
{FZOS[13O1 u %2 NI 531 H1 VC L}i7 .24Q




















'DATA SET 5YH8^ EONF I^GURAT l I ON De".SCR 1 PT 1^ON
cRD50^L0i p X2 Nf Hl V2 LH7
cRD5fJl3! q X2 N!I kkl
	
V2 LH7
CRDS[J281 Q X2 N9 5l3	 H[	 V2 L1i7
[RDS0291 ^ X2 NE 52[ Hl V2 LH7
[RD50301 X2 Nl S3I H1 V2 LH7












^T 1 • V ^ _ ..
--'^ 0
l 111^111I^I IIS I^ I-Ill 	 fll lllllll lY 1131, I
10	 ^	 1^ D	 4 Q	 50	 F^]








E]ATA 5ET SYME30L 	 CONFIGURkTION 4ESCRIPT{f]N
EROSOYOI O X2 N1 H1 V2 LH7
E R^50 ! 31 [] X2 N 1 H'1 V2 LH7
(R050281 4 X2 NI SE1 H^F V2 LH7
CR[]50291 ^ X2 N! 521 Wl. V2 LH7
fR[]50301 X2 N$ S3'! HI V2 LH7



















-^o	 -30	 -za	 -^o	 o	 Io	 ^o	 ^ 0 	40	 5o	 so
FIG:12 EFFECTS QF VA°RIQUS ^TRAKF CONE'r6S. ON LONG. AN[3 LAT.-DIRECT. A^RQ CHARAC.
(ClALPHA = 60.27













DATA SET SYMBOL GONF FGIfRAT^E+QN ^ESCR 1^ pfi I ON RN
tRD50401 O X2 NT H^4 V2 ^LH7 .Z00
{'RDSO^IBI ^^ %2 N1 Hd Y2 ^LH7 2.250
PR050281 O X2 N]	 S1l	 H^1^ V2 LH7 .2p0{RD5^3231 ^ %2 N1	 S2l H^1! V2 LH7 .20D('Rl3503D 1 %2 N1	 531	 Hd' V2 6k17 ..20D
1R65D3!4l ^, %2 'N1	 54I	 F11	 Y2 kH7 .200
^.
	 -
FiG.I2 EFFECTa OF VARIOUS STRAKE CONFIGS. ON LONG. AND LAT.-DIRECT. AERD CHARAC.








DATA SET 5YHBOL	 CONFiGl3RA7EON G}ESGRbPTiON
fRD50lOM	 O	 X2 N9 HI VZ LW9
tRD501131	 p	 X2 N1 Hi V2 LH7
fRDS0281	 O	 X2 N1 S1l H1 V2 LH7
!'RQ50291	 ^	 X2 N1 S2l Hi V2 LH7
f Ra50301	 X2 Nd 53I Ha V2 Li+7


























-4D	 -3.0	 -z0	 --10 D	 1 D	 20	 .^0	 40	 5D	 60








^^	 ,	 .,,,	 ,
40	 15Q	 F;
BAT . 5E7 SYMBIDL
	 CONFIGURATION OESCR +PPT[17N
I^RI?5p d0 >!	 O	 X2 NI' ^H[ V2 L1^7
IRGSpl3i	 q 	 %2 N^f Hd V2 LH7
1 RpS02B^1	 Q	 %2 N{ Sd l Hd V2 -LH7
6R05U299	 ^	 iC2 N1 S2^t ^H:1^ V2 LH7
I t7fJ5030 )
	 %Z N;I' S3! H.t V2 !_H7
















F^IG.P2 EFFECTS 4F VARIOUS STRAKE CONFIGS. ON SONG. A?^^0 LAT.-DIRECT. AERa CHAFtAC.






4ATA 5ET SYMBQL	 CONE{GURA7[^N nESCRIi'TGON
fRO5D'10l O X2 N1 H1 V2 LH7
i•RDSDd31 q X2 N) HI V2 LH7
f'Rn5D28 l O x2 :: i S I I H 1 Y2 LH7
IROSD291 L1 X2 N] 521 H1 V2 LH7
f Rp503D l I] ?(2 N1 531 H1 4`2 LH7













-4fl	 - ^fl	 -^fl	 - 1 Il	 f7	 ! [l	 ^0	 :^fl	 4 fl	 ^f1	 Ff1
rg








DATA SET 5Yt98DL EONRIGURATIDN DF5CR1PTIUN RN
GRD5Q601 O i(2 NI H1 V2 LH7 .2U0
[RD50131 q X2 NI H1 V2 LH7 2.250
(RD502B1 O X2 N1 SE1	 H!	 V2 LH7 .200[RD50291 ^ X2 tJJ 52[ N4 V2 LH'7 .200
IRD50301 x2 NI 531
	 H1	 V2 LH'1 .200
1RD5031) )] x2 NI 541
	 H1	 V2 LH7 .200
r








.DATA SST SYMBOL CONFDGURAT[ON DESGFifPTIDN RN
i RD50 .101 O x2 Nd^ Hf v^ LH7 .200
iRD50^13t q x2 Nt H1 V2 LH7 2.250
iRD502BI O x2 N1 5!1 H1 V2 LH7 .200
1R05024d ^ K2 N1' 52'1 H1 V2 LH7 .200
PRfl503a1 X2 N; 53'1 H1 V2 LN7 .200
PRD503t1 ^ K2 Nit 54d HE V2 LH7 .20i)
ZU	 1
,,,,
--4 f1	 —30	 --^0	 — l 0	 0	 10	 Z0	 30	 40	 50	 60
FIG.12 EFF^^CTS OF VAFZIOEJ5 STRAKE CON^IGS. ON LONG. AND LAT,—DIRECT. AFRO CHA^RAC.
CC}ALRH4 = G:0.27
..	 r	 w,.;r "^''? .p"". i"µ^	




'l	 —30	 —20	 —10	 0	 1 0	 2€]	 ^fl	 4f]	 ^n 	 ^n
EU
—^,
Dp.TA 5E? S'ltlf3t?L CONE 1.GL^^:'AT [ ON aESGR 1 PT E ^N RN,
1+R^54'lf}d O X2 NQ H1 V2 LH7- .2Q0
t k^a9^t 3 ! [] X2 N'l H L V2 LH7 2 . C50
fRg572f39 O X2 Nit SY1"Wl Vc' LH7 .200
^5029^1 ^ X2 N t 52 t' li{	 V^ LH7 .200
PR[7S030f X2 Na 53l H4 'V2 LH7 .200
fRf]S03d f p X2 Nil Sod	 H^I	 !'2 LH7 .200
f.^
-^o	 -30	 -^o	 -1a	 o	 ^a	 zo	 ^o	 ^c1	 sn	 ^n
FI^G.IC EFFECTS 0^ VARI0U5 STRAKE CONFIGS. ON-LONG. ANq
 LAT. —©RECT. AFRO CWARAC.







DATA SET SYliBOL	 CCINF' IGLIRAT I (?N pESCR IPT [ RN
[Rp50101 ^ X2 NI H1 V2 LH7
f RpS0131 q X2 N I H1 V2 1.H7
fRp50261 Q X2 Nl SII Hl V2 LH7
^ RC1S0291 ^ x2 N I 521 H l V2 LH7
(RDSD30] x2 N! S31 H1 V2 LH7











-40	 -30	 -20	 -10
	 0	 ! 0	 20	 30	 ^0	 5Q	 6f3
d











aATA SET SYMBOL	 GONFI^GU+3AT1ON ^ESGRIPTION
1RO5O141 C] %2 Nt 'H1 v2 E.H7
^RC5O13) ^ %2 N1 Hl V2 LH7
[ RO5O28 ) O 7t2 'N1 Sk ! H! V2 LH7
IRp5O29) 6 x2 'NI 521 H1 v2 LH7
c^Rp5O3Ua I^ X2 N; 531 H1 v2 ^H7








-'^D	 -3D	 -Z0	 -1D	 D	 1D	 20	 3D	 4D	 5D	 6D
FIG.I^^FFFECTS OF VARIOUS STR^AKE CONFIGS. ON E^ONG. AND LAT. -p IRECT. AFRO CHARAC.








DATA SEfi SYMBOL	 CONFfGl1RATi0N OESCRIPTbON
naoso [ o l O xz rrt H'l	 V2 LH7
!'RDSn ] 31 ^ Xz NFL H 1 V2 LH7
1RD50321 O X2 N^1 Ssi H^!	 V2 LH7
lRE150331 ^ X2 Nl 581 Hl V2 LH7
eRp503i+ 3 %2 NCI 53 Fl i	 Y2	 Fl7














F' I G. I ^ EFFECTS OF VARIOUS SI'RA^KE CONE" I GS . ON LONG . AND I_AT . =01 RECT . AERO CHARAC .
(AJ-ALPHA = 40=^^
^, _,^ ^ _.^.....
	










QATA 5ET SYMR[x.	 CQNFIGURkT1:ON OESCRdPTIQN
tRk75nU0.1 O x2 NI Hd V2 LF17f Rt^D ! ^ 31 Q'. X2 N 1 H9 V2 LH7
CR[35u^2} O X2 Nl 55k Hal V2 Lli7
c'R[D50^ 3} ^ X2 N l 56 f H l 'f 2 LH7
t R[950341 X2 N f S3 fii V2 LH7tRE15^351 q X2 N1 S4 Hd 4'2 LH7










	 --^o	 -2^	 - i o	 o	 i o	 ^0	 30	 ^+a	 ^^o	 ^n
9











-DATA 5ET SYh>f30L	 COfJF [ GURAT f ON t?ESCR! PT [ Q^!
fRO5a101	 O	 X2 N) k! V2 LH7
fR050131	 q 	 X2 H! HE V2 LH7[RE75f1321	 O	 K2 Kt 591 F[[ V2 LH7
I RDSD33 )	 ^	 X2 N t 551 H t V2 L!-f7
[Rp5a341	 X2 Nk 53 HI V2 LH7












40	 -30	 -20 -1 ^	 0	 1^0	 20	 3[] ^+^	 ^n	 11n
^?
.^
y	 .,D0	 0M	 m	 ^
-.^
B
FIG.I2 EFFECTS OF VARIOUS STRAKE CONFIGS. OM LONG. AND LAT.-DIRECT. AFRO CHARAG.







DATA SET SYe18t3l. CONFIGURATION UESCRIPTlON RN
t^RD501-0} Q X2 NQ H1 V2 LH7 .20D
tRfJ5D131 [7 X2 N1 tjl Y2 LM7 2.25D
tR05D321 C3 X2 N1 55'1 Hl Y2 LH7 .2D0
tRD5D331 G x2 N:1 561 H1 Y2 LM7 .2DD
tRfa54341 €1 X2 N1 53 HI V2 LFE7 ,?DO
GRD50351 q K2 Nf 54 Hf V2 LH7 .2DD












^d_x{.n"M". u.r^u.^: ^. i T^M+^.nEtB'r:` T
	
^ S.JA='fa.:.	 ^ .. ...^.	 ^:.,e.w:-w^ ^..a..	 '._ t'.a ^.
	
^- .=T ^'L^.:a.: ..... ,.-...--^ ^ _ 	 ..... -.. _	 vaV	 ylx..v.an_w-.-,^	 ,	 --....^^.___
	
q	 .
OAiA SET SYMBOL CONFiGl1RAT[ piJ DESCRIPTION RN
[ROSO^C^O f O X2 Ni H] V2 LH7 .209
tRO50^13! q X2 Nd H1 V2 LH7 2.259
CRO5932 1 O X2 Nil 55E W{ Y2 LH7 .209
tRD5O331 ^ X2 Nk 56I H{ Y2 LH7 ,2DO
['RO5O341 X2 N1 53 HI V2 LH7 .200
GRO5935i p X2 N1 S4 Ni V2 LH7 .200














I)A7A 5ET 5YM134I:. eDNF I GIIRAT [^ON^ f}ESCR+I PT bf]N RN
f'RfJ5f7^1^01 O X2 N1 .l^l	 V2 1:H7 .2pf]f'Rf]5f]^131 (^ X2 N1 'H'I	 V2 LW7 2.250
E^Ra5U32') O X2 Nd 551 lil	 V2 LH°l .2pp
fRD5p33k
^
X2 Nd 561 H MI V2 LH7 .2pp
i^R!]5p 34 k X2 N4 53 Md V2 LH7 .200
l Rl]Sp351 ^ x2 N7 54 H ] VZ Lk37 .200
FIG. 12 EFFECTS OF VARIOUS STRAKE CONFIGS. ON LONG. AND LAT.-DIRECT. AERO CHARAC.
(F) AL^FHA = 89^. ^ 1




v._	 _	 _	 _	 _	 _	 _	 ___ _
4
DATA SET SY[iBDL CONFIGURATION DESCR[PT1DN RN
lRDS4'141 0 %2 N1 HI V2 LH7 .20D
{:RDS4131 D X2 N1 H! V2 LH7 2.2541-RD54321 O X2 Nf 551 lil V2 LH7 .2D0
tR054331 %2 Nl 56I HI V2 LH7 .20D
CRD54341 X2 N{ S3 H1 V2 - LH7 .2^GfiRD50351 ^ X2 Nl S4 H1 V2 LH7 .2Ct0
d










QATA 5ET SYhil3DL CONFTGURATION RESCRiPT1ON RN
PRGSDIOf O %2 Nd H'd V2 LW7 ,200	 v
t RIJ50131 [^' X2 N t H I Y2 LFi7 2, 250
i ft11503c^'1 D %2 N9 5r 1 1il Vc^ LN7 .2D0
tRaS033i ^ Xc Nd	 561.1H1	 V2 LH7 .200
t ftOS034 F %2 N S F 53 Fi'3	 ^!? L F!7 .200
t f2t350351 ^ X2 Nd 54 hi l V2 LH7 .200
r^
d
FIG.I^ EFI=ECTS OE VARIOUS STRAKE CONF'IGS. ON-LONG. AND !A^.—DIRECT. HERO CHARAC.
_
._.a.^ _..,^—., :_--.—^ -..-^-r,.r.--r^rr-a ._,?^ 	-	 - :r:_:.r r	 .^P_:, .- a-:.^^^ :""'	 ..^- x:;^^T : . ..:..'^'< <. t^:: _- »	 . ,.	 ., .uti .. » . ,. ....	 ..	 :^. -.vi :^
	






DATA 5ET 5YfK80L	 COM1lFIGt'JRATlON aESCR1PTtON
	
f^N
tRtlSalal	 O	 X2 Nt H1 V2 LH7	 .20a
CRf35[7[3!	 ^	 X2 Nit H1 V2 L'F17	 2.254
fRLD5a32^1	 O	 X2 N '1 55{ H^I VZ LH7	 .200
IRD5033 -1	 J1	 X2 NI 56t HI V2 LH7	 .20a
lRDSa34!	 ©	 X2 N1 53 Hf V2 LH7	 .2a0
fRD5a351	 'p 	 X2 N1 54 Hl V2-LH7	 .2aa
,^





a 1 ^^ -
3




^A7A 5ET 5YMBOC CONFIGURATGON 0£SGR ,IPTION RN
(R0501^01 O X2 N1 Hd V2-LH7 .200
[Rs75013) Q %'c N1 H] V? L-H7 2.250
cROSU321 p %2 N1 S5I	 aP V2 LM7 .200
cR1a5033a ^ X2 N1 ssl W1 V2 LH7 .200
^R050341 %2 N1 S3 FI{ V2 LH9 .200








-40	 -30	 -20	 -10	 0	 10	 20	 30	 40	 ^0	 60
B
d




	ti	 f	 ^	 t
	
OATA SET 51ft'J30L	 COt^ E GtlfilfT I OPi aESCP. f PT I CN	 RN
l}?Q50101 Q X2 N1 H! V2 LH7 .200
Jf.^50131 Q X2 tli HI V2 LH7 2.250[P.t1^032} O 3^2 ri1 S51 H1 V2 LN7 .2DD[{?G5033} ^ X2 r:l S51	 H1	 Y2' LFi'! .20D






f ! I I.
: f f `
II






















^ ^ ^ ^ fy
I t ^ ^ i i 1
[ ^
jI






- DATA SET SYf'lSOL CQNF!'GURA71^t]N DESCR^IP7I^bN SRN
I R050^1'01 0 %2 N ! I H I V2 LH7 .200
f^Rf]SQ1 3] Q X2 N7 H1 V2 LH7 2.250fiRD503c ] O K2 N1 55)	 H1	 V2 LH'! .200'hfif]50331 Q X2 N+l 56d Hi V2 LH7 .200
I:RD5034} D }f2 N1 S3 H] V2 LH7 .200.
6RDS035-} ^ %2 N'R 54 Hl V2 -LH7 .200
FIG. 1Z EFFECTS OF VARIOUS STRAKE CONFTG5. ON LONG. AND !;_AT. —DIRECT. AERO CMARAC.
(F)ALPHA	 89.2I
^	 y	 [.	 1
... ,.	 >	 __....	 p.,	 ^^_	 S	 -	 ^	 ^	 u	
_	 _	 _	 ...	
.=.-:1^^eGsS^e 	 'd31d^.1 ...a	 srssrstf.@acâ '
. ^ ,-s^;i..i.::^.u:^.x..c-	 z^	 ..- :..;, n^=a.ecs."'^.a_ s4sa.c^
DATA SET 5Y1'IBOL	 CDNFI.GURATI4N ^ESCRIP?ION
f1^5449k1
	 Q	 X[ N3 H1 V2 LH7
i^p05654 i	 0	 Xi N3 'H1 V2 LH7
[Ra5D661	 Q	 X3 N3 !i 5^1 HI V2 LH7[^ pD50681
	
X3 N3 I1 S1 Hi X12 LH7
IR!)SD3Df	 ^	 X3 N3 I1 51 A.I HI V2 ^H7
[ R!)5D9i1 1	 ^	 3t3 N3 11 S:1 A 1 H E V2 LH7
A ]^L-L HDR-E. HOR=R RN
.ODO .ODD .-DOD .3DD
. DDU . OD0 . DI14 2.25D
.DOD -5.DD0 -[S.DDD .3D0
.DOp -5,DDO -lS.00D 2.250
30.DOD -.DOD-5 -15-.DOD .3Dp
3D, DOD -5.DD0 -15.000 2.250
1
7'


























A 1^L-L - HQR=L liQFi-ft RN
3p .00 p -10:000 -1O.O p0 .300
30.000 ^-Y0,000 -lO.ODO 2.250
-30. p00 -10.000 -lO,DD p .300
=30.00p -1^O. ppp -!0.000 2.25D
f7i4TA S£T SYhIBOL	 CONF I Gl7RAT 1 ON D£SDR 1 PT 1^ON
f RfJSOB7 ` I D X3 N3 1 1	 S 1 A I H.1 V2 LH7
IDl?508g ^} CJ X3 N3 !1	 51 Al kf:E Y2 LFl^
f RfJSDB4 1 O X3 N3 ! 1	 Sd A! Ff I Y2 LH7
fJ050861 p
^J
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FIG.13 CONTROL DEFf^EC. AND REY. NO. EFFECTS ON LAT.--©IR. AERC CHAR., AIL
—R=0.0
[ A r ^aLPHA W ^0.3G
,^-°.
	 r..^r ;k^^^;rr^.^ w	 ^	 _ ..	 ^	 :....	 . , ... , ...	 ^	 "^^	 , ^s'^'+aifk8caig^s"^ - - - - 	 -	 '` -	 ---'t —.zv,^^-^
AbL-L 	 HOR-L 	 HOR -I'	 RN
.aoa .040 .004 .200
.4D4 .Q00 .000 2.250
30.000 -5.000 -15,040 .200





AATA'SET SYMBOL	 CONE"PGURA7GON DESER1PTfON
it]DSO^IU^! O X2 NI HI V2 LH7
( pDSO43} ^ X2 N1 H'I Y2 LH7
CRp50^194 O X2 N1 A,1 H1 V2 LH7
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DE5GR6PTP0N HOR-L MOR-R RN
IRD5P498 ^ A Hd V2 LH7 1A=Xl N3,ALPHA=20, A'=X2 N1,AlPFlA-501 .000 .000 .300
cRD5P541 C] A Hd v2 LH7 4A=X'1 N3,ALPHA=20, A=X2 N,1 ,ALPHA=60) .000 .Op0 2.250
cRD5P761 Q A115I^HIV2LH7 (A =X3N3,ALPHA=20. A=XINE,ALPHA=601 —15.000 —15.00p 2.250
dRD5^741 Q X3 N3 f[ 5d H1 V2 LH7 —I'5.00p —15.O pp ..300
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DATA 5ET SYMBCI_	Cl^NFIGURAfiiON DE5OR^IPT[ON HOR—L HOR—R RN
{RDSP49^1 Q. A Hd V2 LH7 iA=Xl N3 , ALPF[A=20, A R }f2 NI ,ALPHA=6OL .DOO . DOD	 .30D
l^RDSP54d ^ A k[E . V2 LH7 4A =X1	 N3,ALRHA=20, A=X2 Nd,ALP1iAn60 . 1 .000 .00O	 2.250
t'RDSP7fi1 O A^11'S9FlV2LH0 t:A=%3M3,ALPHA -20, A=X )N^1.AL.PHA+601 -15.0.00 —t5 . 0D0	 2.250
f ROS[}74 f ^ %3 N3 T l S1 FI1	 Y2 LF[7 —E5. DO0 —15. DOD	 .300
i:R^S(]261 XF N1	 16 Si E44 V2 LH7 —E5.000 — 1'5.0D0	 .Z00
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